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HIGHLIGHTS
Visit of well-known performance storyteller
Ms. Vayu Naidu
An all-night astronomy camp by Mango Education of
Coimbatore
Sivasankara Sastry conducts workshops on the link
between maths and the arts
Articles by Subaash, Nitha and Pavin appear in
The Hindu MetroPlus Coimbatore Edition
Guest speakers from various fields talk to children
about how arts permeate life
Vidwan T.M. Krishna is Chief Guest for Project Day on
December 5
Release of Voices, a coffee-table book containing
articles, poems, stories and illustrations by the children

Visitors
This term, Vidya Vanam had many visitors ranging from performance storyteller Vayu Naidu,
architect Geetha Priya, musician Shruti Viswanath, poet Aswin Vijayan, artist Janhavi,
mathematician Shivasankara Shastry... all of whom were guest speakers ahead of Project
Day. The idea was to show children how arts permeate our lives and is not confined to
specific areas.

Support Vidya Vanam and its work by donating on
www.milaap.org/fundraisers/Vidyavanam

In other news
Doctors from the Shanthi Ashram visited the
school to give the children the MMR vaccine.

School Events

Dr. Uma from Apollo Hospitals, Chennai,
conducted a general health checkup for the
junior school students.

Well-known performance story-teller Vayu Naidu visited the school and
stayed for a week. She interacted with students and teachers, observed the
classes and finished with a story telling performance, in which she also
explained what story telling was all about and why it was important. She
also spoke at length to Nitha Pulloni and Pavin Kumar R of Vindha group (Std.
IX) and this interview was published in the Coimbatore edition of The Hindu
MetroPlus.

On hearing of vidwan T.M. Krishna winning the
Ramon Magasaysay Award 2016, the students
requested him to visit the school and interact
with them. The interaction was held on Nov 11,
2016. The children had a debate on whether
arts were necessary or not. Krishna was asked
to comment on that. They spoke to him about
his music, his award and his life as a musician
and scholar.

Mango Education, an after-school science initiative by Obuli Chandran and
Arumugam Sankaran, conducted an all-night astronomy night. Subaash K of
Hima (Std. X) group wrote about this experience and the article was
published in the Coimbatore edition of The Hindu MetroPlus. Arumugam
Sankaran of Mango Education wrote about this on his blog and said “Kids of
diverse age, school, experience, places, all sat together in the midnight and
the sight was amazing. Parents, kids, teachers all working together, learning.
Made me feel that diversity nurtures knowledge.”

The second term is Project term. Vidya Vanam’s theme-based learning model involves
external tools to enhance understanding. From tackling world literature in English to
creating musical instruments from clay, our mixed age groups were immersed in a
variety of activities. The process was augmented by a series of guest speakers from
different fields.
To begin with, the kids were asked to draw mind maps of the theme Arts. Here is the one
drawn by Ambika of Ganga (Std. VI). Clearly, for her, there is no activity that arts cannot
enter.
V. Shivasankara Shastry conducted two workshops to explain to the children how arts
and the sciences were interlinked. He used origami and model making to explain various
concepts. Among the fun things the kids learnt was how a train manages to travel
through a 90 degree angle in mountainous areas.

Of the other visitors, let the children talk about what they learnt

Nandhini of Aravalli group (Std. VIII) on the Shivanjali group
On October 22, we saw a performance about music and musical instruments by people from Shivanjali, Coimbatore. They were
classical musicians and mostly performed Hindustani music. It was very interesting and I learnt many things. I especially liked
Lalitha Akka who told us many things about music. Music comes from different sounds. Silence is also a kind of sound, a kind of
music. Our ancestors made music from different sounds, through a language that uses swaras instead of the alphabet. The
basic swaras are Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Da, and Ni. Even movie songs are made of these swaras!
Keerthana of Aravalli (Std. VIII) on Arun Karthick from Cinema Obscura
On November 5, Arun Karthick Anna showed us different films and then spoke to all of us. All the movies he showed were about
the daily life of small children. He began with ‘Two’ by Satyajit Ray and then showed two other clips, one about a boy training a
bird and another about a boy searching for his friend’s house. The last two were about science, one was real footage of a space
walk and the other showed how far and where birds travelled. When he spoke to us, he told us how filmmaking was born in
America, when a photographer got the idea of stringing many pictures together. The films were amazing and we never even
noticed time passing.
Saranya of Aravalli on poet Aswin Vijayan
On November 12, Aswin Anna talked to us. He has written many poems, expressing his own feelings. Many have been published
in print and on the internet. Anna spoke about his poems and that of other poets that he likes. He even asked us to write a poem
on the spot and many of us managed to do so. Some people read their poems aloud and Anna suggested improvements. We
learnt that poems do not have any conditions; they don’t always have to rhyme. Poems are basically about feelings. I learnt that
poetry tells us about life, and helps us write about what we find interesting and important.

Of the other visitors, let the children talk about what they learnt
Parameswari of Aravalli on Shruti Viswanath
On November 16, Shruthi Akka came from Pune to perform and teach us some songs. Some were in Punjabi! She told us the
meanings of the songs she sang. I especially liked the songs by Kabir. We all got a chance to sing and danced as well! I like the
fact that Akka could sing at high pitches as well. We all learnt how to sing like that too. She sang different types of songs that
we hadn’t heard before. I listened to all of it very carefully. We understood that music is also an art. It is the most beautiful
thing there is.
Divu of Aravalli on Geetha Priya
Geetha Priya Akka's class in Architecture and Designing was awesome - particularly because I want to be a game designer. She
taught us that designs are in everything around us. She gave us a paper and asked us to do anything in a minute. I learnt that
architecture is challenging and involves the art of designing rooms and houses that are unique.
Vishnu Prabhu of Aravalli on Jhanvi
Through the activities Jhanvi Akka taught us, I learnt that we can express our topsy-turvy thoughts through art. The class was
very good and we found Akka to be cheerful. I thank Jhanvi Akka for visiting Vidya Vanam and introducing us to a world of wild
imagination and crazy ideas.

Project Day | Dec 5, 2016
Apart from this, Coimbatore-based theatre person Dharani Dharan worked with Vidya Vanam’s dance teacher Nagavalli
Rajesh to create a dance-drama on the evolution of arts in human civilisation. Over 70 children participated and were trained
for the performance on Project Day.
December 5, 2016 was the big day. The children had invited vidwan T.M. Krishna to be the chief guest. The programme began
with a short discussion on “What is art?” by Nitha Pulloni and Praveen of Vindhya group (Std. IX). Students of Krishna group
(Std. V) sang a song sung on the cotton farms in the US. The 45-minute dance-drama held the audience of parents and guests
spellbound.
The highlight was the release of the coffee table book, Voices, which contained articles, poems, stories and illustrations done
by the senior students. There was also an exhibition that contained models, paintings, games and charts. The children had
done paintings in the Tanjore, Madhubani, Warli and Kalamkari styles and also experimented with tie and dye. Whether it was
physics, chemistry, history, geography, Tamil or English, there were exhibits showing how the arts were a part of all subjects.
T.M. Krishna inaugurated the exhibition and spent over three hours going through all the exhibits. After viewing the exhibition,
he addressed the audience and said that the children should take this learning – that art is an inescapable part of everyday
life – with them when they move on to bigger things.

